The latest News Around Us in July_04
Ethiopia's Tigray war spills into neighbouring regions
AFP
Rebels in Ethiopia's war-hit Tigray have carried out operations against
pro-government troops in neighbouring Afar region, a spokesman said Sunday,
opening a new front in the widening eight-month conflict.

Yasuyoshi Chiba Tigray rebels, shown here in the regional capital Mekele on June 30,
said they targeted special forces and militia fighters who were massing along the
Tigray's border with the Afar region

Eduardo SOTERAS Ethnic Amhara militias are mobilizing along the western and
southern borders of Ethiopia's Tigray region as rebel forces go ahead with a new
offensive. After withdrawing most soldiers last month, Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed
has said his troops will repel any attacks by 'enemies'.

The "very limited action" targeted special forces and militia fighters from Oromia
region, Ethiopia's largest, who were massing along the Tigray-Afar border, the rebel
spokesman, Getachew Reda, told AFP.
'We won't back down': Ethnic militias rush to Tigray border
"We took those actions to ensure those forces are sent back to Oromia, and we have
managed to do that," Getachew said, adding that there were some casualties but he
could not provide figures.
"Our action was very limited to dispersing the peasant militia from Oromia that was
mostly press-ganged into fighting the useless war."
Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed sent troops into Tigray last November to detain
and disarm leaders of the region's then-ruling party, the Tigray People's Liberation
Front (TPLF).
He said the move came in response to TPLF attacks on federal army camps.
The 2019 Nobel Peace laureate declared victory in late November after government
forces took the Tigray capital Mekele, but TPLF leaders remained on the run and
fighting continued.
Last month the war took a stunning turn when pro-TPLF forces retook Mekele, Abiy
declared a unilateral ceasefire and the army mostly pulled out of Tigray.
But after rebel leaders launched a new offensive intended to regain control of western
and southern Tigray -- contested areas that have been occupied by fighters from
Amhara region, which borders Tigray to the south -- Abiy vowed to "repel" them.
The government has since mobilized forces from regions that had previously been
untouched by the conflict, including Oromia. A spokesman for Afar region did not
respond to requests for comment Sunday.
- 'Ethiopia's cancer' A state media report published Saturday night accused the TPLF, which the
government deems a terrorist organisation, of blocking aid into Tigray via Afar using
"heavy shelling" and "heavy artillery."
"Rejecting the ceasefire by the federal government, TPLF is trying hard to expand the
conflict into Afar region," the Ethiopian News Agency report said.
Getachew denied any aid delivery had been disrupted.
"Where the fighting happened, there is no major highway that is being used for aid
purposes," he said.
Getachew confirmed Sunday that rebel units were also active in northern Amhara
region, where last week AFP journalists saw thousands of militia fighters mobilizing
in border towns in advance of planned anti-TPLF operations.

"We have also conducted successful operations in Wag Hemra, which is in Amhara
region, and even as we speak some units are operating in between Mai Tsebri (in
western Tigray) and adjoining Amhara territory," he said.
In a statement posted on Twitter Sunday, Abiy referred to the TPLF "junta" as
"Ethiopia's cancer".
"As the saying goes, a Satan which stays long cannot be removed immediately," he
said.
"It is inevitable that it resists in one way or another. But surely, the junta will be
removed so that it will not grow again."
- Prisoners of war When they re-entered Mekele in late June, TPLF leaders announced they were
holding more than 7,000 Ethiopian soldiers, many of whom were marched through
the city's streets.
More than 1,000 of those soldiers were released Friday in collaboration with the Red
Cross, Getachew said Sunday.
"We'll continue to take steps to ensure the release of those innocent, private soldiers
who were mostly forced into the army or duped into the army," he said.
Ongoing investigations are also seeking to identify those accused of atrocities in
Tigray.
"Those who are involved will have to have their days in court and we'll definitely do
that," he said.
Getachew also rejected allegations made in recent days by Abiy and other
government officials that the TPLF has deployed child soldiers.
Abiy has accused the international community of turning a blind eye to the practice.
Photographs of what appear to be children, some carrying weapons, in the company
of rebels in Tigray are being misrepresented, Getachew said.
"Small children come to share the burden of the fighters, and it is very often that they
would carry guns, they would carry all sorts of things. And someone takes a picture
and then posts it and then they will have you believe that we are deploying child
soldiers," he said.
"We have no business deploying child soldiers because the number of people who are
joining... is quite staggering."

U.S., allies accuse China of hacking Microsoft and condoning other cyber-attacks
John Hudson & Ellen Nakashima - The Washington Post
The United States, European Union, NATO and other world powers on Monday
accused the Chinese government of a broad array of malicious cyber activities,
blaming its Ministry of State Security and affiliated criminals for a sophisticated
attack on Microsoft’s widely used email server software earlier this year
.

Thomas Peter Performers rally around the Chinese flag during a show in Beijing last
month.
The condemnations represent the first time NATO, a 30-nation alliance, has
denounced alleged Chinese cyberattacks following the Biden administration’s pledge
in June to rally U.S. allies against Beijing’s malign behavior. The number of nations
involved amounts to the largest condemnation of China’s cyber aggression to date,
U.S. officials said.
The joint statements stopped short, however, of punishing China for its alleged
actions, exposing the challenge of confronting the world’s second-largest economy by
an alliance with deep business ties there.
China’s “pattern of irresponsible behavior in cyberspace is inconsistent with its
stated objective of being seen as a responsible leader in the world,” the White House
said in a statement Monday.
This is the first time Washington and other U.S. allies have assigned blame for
the Microsoft Exchange hack, which compromised more than 100,000 servers
worldwide. Microsoft alleged in March that its Exchange servers were compromised
by a Beijing-backed hacking group that exploited several previously unknown flaws in
the software.
By singling out China’s Ministry of State Security (MSS) and hackers operating “with
its knowledge,” the United States and its allies are seeking to put forward a common

cyber approach with allies and lay down “clear expectations on how responsible
nations behave in cyberspace,” said a senior administration official speaking on the
condition of anonymity in advance of the allies’ collective statements under ground
rules set by the White House.
Administration officials have raised concerns with senior Chinese officials about the
Microsoft incident and broader malicious cyber activity, “making clear that [China’s]
actions threaten security, confidence, and stability in cyberspace,” the official said.
Merely affixing blame but failing to impose a consequence will not deter future
activity, said some analysts.
“The lack of any sanctions by the U.S. government against Chinese cyberthreat actors
is a huge problem that transcends four administrations,” said Dmitri Alperovitch,
chairman of Silverado Policy Accelerator, a think tank.
He noted that the European Union, which has lagged the United States in publicly
attributing cyberattacks to foreign governments, last year imposed the first cyber
sanctions against two Chinese nationals and a Chinese company for a supply-chain
hack known as Cloudhopper.
“We need to stop treating China as if they have a special immunity to being held
accountable, and we need to act in parity as we have with the other major malicious
cyber actors, including Russia,” Alperovitch said.
The Biden administration is “not ruling out further action to hold [China]
accountable,” said the senior administration official.
“We’re also aware that no one action can change behavior, and neither can one
country acting on its own,” the official added. “So we really focused initially on
bringing other countries along with us.”
The allies and partners are also condemning Beijing for working with criminal
hacker groups involved in ransomware attacks, which lock down computer systems
pending payment, including at least one effort to extort a U.S. company for millions of
dollars, said the official. Cyber-security analysts have tracked ransomware attacks by
Chinese criminals for years, and these incursions are generally not of the same scale
as those conducted by Russia-based hackers.
“Showing how the MSS is using criminal contract hackers to conduct unsanctioned
cyber operations globally, including for their own personal profit … is very
significant,’’ the official said.
The official added that Washington and its allies would be exposing “50 tactics,
techniques and procedures Chinese state-sponsored cyber actors used when targeting
U.S. and allied networks, along with advice for technical mitigations to confront this
threat.”
The European Union denounced “malicious cyber activities” emanating from China
in its statement on Monday, saying the actions are “in contradiction with the norms of
responsible state behavior.” NATO said it stood in solidarity with allies Canada,

Britain and the United States in attributing the attack to China and called on all
countries, including China, to act “responsibly” in cyberspace.
For much of January and February, the Chinese theft of email seemed stealthy and
targeted, analysts said. Then suddenly in late February, shortly before Microsoft
issued a patch to address the vulnerability, the illicit activity exploded.
Hackers seemed to be dropping “webshells” — malware designed to install a
backdoor into targeted systems — on anyone running an Exchange server. Some
140,000 servers were hit worldwide, White House deputy national security adviser
Anne Neuberger said recently. The victims were mostly small- to medium-sized
businesses, but no federal agencies.
The U.S. government initially feared the campaign could result in other hackers
taking advantage of the vulnerabilities to carry out ransomware attacks. At the White
House’s urging, Microsoft released a second patch — a “one-click” tool that was
easier to deploy — and the administration made a concerted communications push to
encourage businesses to install it. That brought the number of affected servers down
from 140,000 to fewer than 10,000 in the space of a week, Neuberger said.
In April, the Justice Department and FBI launched for the first time an operation,
using a court order, to remove hundreds of webshells that remained on certain
U.S.-based computers still running Microsoft Exchange software.
“We believe it reduced the Chinese ability to sneak back in and conduct more
disruptive activity,” the official said.
Separately, the Justice Department on Monday announced indictments against three
MSS officers whom the United States has tied to hacking schemes targeting
companies, universities and government entities in other countries, allegedly to
benefit Chinese research and development work.
(Devlin Barrett contributed to this report.)

Afghanistan's unfolding tragedy summons memories of Vietnam 1975
William Moloney (opinion contributor) - The Hill
Though separated by nearly half a century, the parallels between 1975 and today are
eerie. In the White House, then as now, the new president in office for less than a year
- his predecessor an impeached and hugely controversial figure - is widely viewed as
a decent and affable man, but many, even within his own party, fear that he is not
fully up to the job and overmatched by cascading events, foreign and domestic, and
the swirling passions of his deeply polarized countrymen who are unable or unwilling
to heed his urgent calls for unity and healing.

Getty Images Afghanistan's unfolding tragedy summons memories of Vietnam 1975.
The veterans who returned from the lost war in Vietnam were greeted not by parades
or honors but frequently by mockery or contempt, and those who dared to wear their
uniforms in public risked being spat upon by angry members of the now triumphant
leftist, anti-war movement - many of whom artfully avoided the draft by going to
college or Canada, thereby laying the foundation of the class war that now is so
toxically embedded in our national culture.
The soldiers now returning from the lost war in Afghanistan face a different, more
ominous kind of disrespect: the newly woke Pentagon leadership has resolved to put
aside the problematic war on foreign terrorism and focus on a new war against
"domestic terrorism."
The Secretary of Defense has been clear that high priority must be given to weeding
out white supremacists and other extremists currently in uniform, and all service
members will undergo new training programs aimed at giving soldiers a better
understanding of American history (e.g., why 1619 is more important than 1776).
The enduring image from 1975 of America's last hours in Vietnam is that of people
streaming onto a rooftop in Saigon, desperate to board one of the helicopters lifting
evacuees away, thus punctuating the folly of that misbegotten war.
Also, memorable were the "boat people" who seized anything that would float and
launched into a turbulent South China Sea - many to drown - in order to flee their lost
homeland.
Even less lucky were the countless thousands herded into "re-education camps" to
face unspeakable cruelties as punishment for their association with the Americans
who, in the end, abandoned them in one of the more ignoble chapters in our nation's
history.
Now a not wholly dissimilar tragedy has begun to unfold in Afghanistan in the days
since President Biden announced that all American soldiers, except a few hundred

Marines remaining to defend our embassy and the nearby airport, would evacuate the
country by the end of August.
In his July 8 news conference, the president hopefully touted the capacity of the
300,000-man Afghan army to stand alone in defense of their country - but at the very
hour he was speaking members of that force were abandoning their posts on the
Iranian border and many others were surrendering their weapons to the surging
forces of the Taliban who are overrunning ever increasing portions of the country.
President Biden further stated that remaining in this "chaotic" country was "simply
not an option," but left unexplained why it took nearly 20 years to discover this
long-evident reality.
He also expressed a great concern for the thousands of Afghans who bravely assisted
American forces and now face the prospect of savage retribution at the hands of
Taliban fanatics. The administration said last week it is preparing to evacuate the
Afghan interpreters.
The English historian Paul Kennedy stated that it would be difficult to exaggerate the
impact of the long Vietnam war "upon the national psyche of the American people."
Much as World War I affected Europeans, the effect of Vietnam was seen, he asserts,
"overwhelmingly, at the personal and psychological levels; more broadly, they were
interpreted as a crisis in American civilization."
In 1975, the vicissitudes of history placed great burdens upon the shoulders of
President Ford, and today comparable challenges devolve upon President Biden.
Once again, the United States is shown to be much more adept at entering distant
wars than exiting them.
In the aftermath of Vietnam, America fortuitously manifested that extraordinary
resilience that has characterized much of our history, and in less than a decade we
had calmed, if not extinguished, our internal divisions and regained a confidence and
national equilibrium that would endure for more than a generation. Whether America
has the capacity to repeat that herculean national labor only time will tell.
(William Moloney is a Fellow in Conservative Thought at Colorado Christian
University's Centennial Institute who studied at Oxford and the University of London
and received his Doctorate from Harvard University. He is a former Colorado
Commissioner of Education.)

Too Little, Too Late for Afghans Who Assisted the U.S. Military
Fiona Harrigan - Opinion
The American military footprint in Afghanistan is entering its twilight. President Joe
Biden announced that all remaining U.S. troops will leave the country by August 31,
ahead of his original September 11 deadline. The massive combat infrastructure
maintained over the past two decades in Afghanistan is leaving America's hands.

AFP via Getty Images Afghan security personnel stand guard near a charred vehicle
from which rockets were fired that landed near the Afghan presidential palace in
Kabul on July 20, 2021.
The departure will not be complete unless it includes the Afghan interpreters,
engineers and other contractors who assisted America during its longest war.
The U.S. military mission would've been impossible if not for their support, which
came in the form of language skills, cultural awareness and technical know-how.
Now that the Americans are leaving, the Taliban is surging and threatening
U.S.-affiliated Afghans. Politicians are proposing drastic action to rescue our
allies—but this urgency was avoidable.
In 2006, the U.S. established the special immigrant visa (SIV), an immigration
pathway meant to reward Afghans "for faithful and valuable service to the U.S.
government."
Recognizing the risks that these helpers incurred to aid the American cause, the
program is open to Afghans who worked with U.S. forces for at least two years. In
theory, it's a viable escape route for allies who find themselves under threat in
Afghanistan.
But in practice, it's nearly impossible for Afghans to get SIVs. An intensive 14-step
application process involves many redundant, time-consuming requirements. A
massive backlog—currently comprised of some 18,000 primary applicants and 52,000
dependents—has led to an average processing period of nearly three years.
Hundreds of these helpers and their family members have been killed over their
American connections. Rescue in the form of a visa often comes too late.
American politicians realize it's a broken system. That's why congressional efforts to
raise visa caps or speed up application processing have been overtaken by
discussions of mass evacuations, either to third countries or U.S. soil.

Such dramatic measures wouldn't be necessary now if the SIV program had been set
up to succeed. Higher annual visa caps, a streamlined application and better-trained
staff in processing capacities in years past would have helped prevent the current
mess our allies are trapped in.
Lacking a clear way out of Afghanistan, their prospects are bleak. One Afghan, Sayed,
said he's worried he and his family will be executed if they have to stay. The Taliban
already sent him a letter saying they'll murder him as a "lesson" to Afghans who help
Americans.
Another Afghan, Habibullah, paid smugglers thousands of dollars so he could flee to
Turkey with his wife and kids, fearing what the Taliban would do to them if they
stayed put.
The Taliban now claims to control 85 percent of Afghanistan; though that's
impossible to verify, the group's increased attacks and land seizures do not bode well
for U.S.-affiliated Afghans.
Talking to these Afghans quickly reveals that few regret their service to the U.S.,
despite the regular death threats they face. Many say the U.S. presence was a golden
chapter for Afghanistan. Even those who lament their unfortunate circumstances tend
to do so purely on behalf of their families. For their kids, American visas would be a
chance to grow up without fear.
Our allies still have a war to fight against the dysfunctional immigration apparatus
they've been dealt. Marooning them with no escape route and at the mercy of the
Taliban will be a death sentence for many.
If their distant pleas for relief go unanswered, the world will take heed. The next time
we need helpers in far-flung combat, we may be hard-pressed to find them.
(Fiona Harrigan is assistant editor at Reason.)

Inside the Siege of Kunduz
Jason Motlagh - RollingStone
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KUNDUZ, AFGHANISTAN – At a mechanic’s shop-turned-frontline outpost on the
east side of this besieged northern city, Afghan Army officer Shafiqullah Shafiq points
to a Taliban sniper’s nest in a three-story building no more than 80 yards away that
looms over the neighborhood.
One of Shafiq’s men dashes into the open and blasts a volley of rounds at the target
before ducking back behind a bullet-pocked wall fronted with tires and sandbags.Two
days before, another soldier took a round in the head loitering too long in the same
spot, one of five casualties Shafiq’s unit has taken over the past month.
For more than four weeks a battle has raged between government forces and the
Taliban fighters who invaded this strategically important provincial capital near the
border of Tajikistan. Having taken control of surrounding districts and border
crossings in the province and cut off road access, the Taliban are slowly choking the
city, probing for any weakness in its defenses.
The cover of darkness gives the insurgents almost free reign to creep through
deserted streets and back alleys. Small arms and rocket-propelled grenade attacks
can come at any moment from seemingly any direction, from dusk until dawn, leaving
Shafiq’s force of 20 or so men sleepless and frayed.
“They never miss a chance to attack us, and they are getting closer,” he says, flanked
by several commandos and haggard policemen in mismatched uniforms. Several wear
gray ARMY T-shirts, leftovers from a two-decade-long campaign the U.S. military has
forsaken.
Since May 1st, when U.S. and NATO forces officially began pulling out after 20 years
of war, the Taliban has waged a blitz across Afghanistan. District after district has
fallen in rapid succession due to battlefield victories, deals with local power brokers,
government retreats and surrenders.

By one tally, the militants now control more than half the country’s district centers.
According to the Long War Journal, they also threaten half of the provincial capitals,
with 18 of 34 provinces at risk of a complete Taliban takeover.
Kunduz, a city of some 370,000 people, had fallen to the Taliban twice before – in
2015 and 2016 — but was retaken with the help of U.S. Special Forces and air
support. A loss here now would be severely demoralizing and could have a domino
effect at a time when other provincial capitals are under siege.
Afghan officials say that security forces from other districts fell back in order to
defend Kunduz, that districts given up without a fight are part of a tactical pull-back
to protect more vital urban centers. Losing a city like Kunduz could puncture that
notion.
The Taliban offensive is part of a strategy years in the making. Afghanistan’s north
has long been the stronghold of warlords who command large militias of ethnic Tajiks,
Uzbeks, and Hazaras with a history of fierce resistance to the Taliban, whose
traditional power base is the Pasthun-dominated south and east of the country.
But experts say the insurgents have systematically recruited from minority
communities, winning over leaders and foot soldiers who feel abused and
marginalized, or unprotected by the government, a shift that has fueled the Taliban’s
expansion in the region to a level not seen since the U.S.-led invasion in 2001.
The Afghanistan Analysts Network, a Kabul-based think tank, asserts that the Taliban
strategy in the north “looks like a preemptive strike to prevent a northern opposition
from organizing.”
Though Afghan security forces are holding back the Taliban in Kunduz for the time
being, the fearful atmosphere has been heightened by the militants’ ability to strike
deep inside government-held territory.
On July 9th, a fuel tanker strapped with a magnetic “sticky” bomb exploded about
200 yards from the governor’s compound, casting a black cloud over the city center.
Two days later, a video circulated of an Afghan Army helicopter ablaze from a
Taliban drone strike inside the main base in Kunduz. (In late October, they used a
drone to bomb the governor’s compound, killing four security officers in the first
known attack of its kind.)
Some businesses remain open during the day, but fluid street fighting and electrical
blackouts are driving more and more merchants to close shop in anticipation of worse
days to come.
“As soon as I have enough money I will leave here,” says Amir Mohammad, 47, a
sandwich vendor who used to work as a janitor for German forces based in Kunduz.
“I would leave Afghanistan if I could,” he sighs, but his visa application was rejected.
In the belly of his high-walled headquarters, the new provincial governor, Najibullah
Omarkhil, tried to cut short any discussion that the city could be overrun.

“Be sure that our security forces are strong enough to defend the city,” he
told Rolling Stone as gunshots echoed in the distance.
He called the last Taliban occupation a “disaster” that was a “huge economic blow”
to the city, driving away its business leaders, and lamented that the U.S. exit could
once again turn his country into a staging ground for terror.
“Countries threatened by terrorists should be helped by all,” he says.
“The terrorists in Afghanistan are not only a threat to Afghanistan’s security – they
are a threat to the whole world.”
During a subsequent meeting with local journalists, he implored them to refrain from
telling overly negative stories that would amount to Taliban propaganda and pledged
that the government would protect them.
The journalists listened with blank faces, unconvinced. The Taliban has been
assassinating media workers around the country to silence dissent, and their
stranglehold on Kunduz has compelled more than half the press corps to skip town.
“We are very scared about the future,” says a veteran Afghan correspondent working
for a U.S. media outlet. He recalls hiding out in a mud-brick room for more than a
week with stale bread and no running water when the Taliban first overran the city.
In September 2019, his younger brother, a policeman, was killed by a Taliban suicide
bomber. Now that government forces have fallen back from the districts and
regrouped in Kunduz, he’s staying on. But he’s making plans to move with his family
to Kabul, which won’t be easy. All commercial flights have ceased and overland
travel amounts to a roulette game through Taliban country.
“There are so many checkpoints,” he says. “Maybe they take me from the car.”
For residents on the periphery of Kunduz City, near-constant firefights have made
daily life untenable. The UN estimates more than 35,000 people in Kunduz have been
displaced over the past month, part of a gathering “humanitarian catastrophe.”
Scores of families have crowded into walled schoolyards; many others are hunkered
down on the road to the airport in hundred-plus degree heat, awaiting aid that is
scant to non-existent.
“Several years ago the fighting forced us to leave our home in the district; now we
are displaced in the city,” says Mirza Mohammad, a father of five, looking on as his
sons erect a tent of wooden poles hung with tarpaulins of stitched rice sacks. The
family fled their home in the north of the city the night before, after a rocket crashed
into their neighbor’s house. The fighting was so intense, there was not time to retrieve
their bodies. Even here, he adds, “bullets fly over our heads all night.”
“When there is fighting we don’t know where to run; we are just lost,” exclaims
Mohammad Shafi, a resident displaced from the same neighborhood, who is also
living by the road with his family.

“I am 50 years old and I have not seen peace and safety in all my life. We have lost
relatives, been injured, seen our homes destroyed,” he trailed off.
“If the government can do something for us, they should. Otherwise, let them all kill
each other. They have caused so much misery for us.”
Late on a recent afternoon, police officer Din Mohammad drove his battered Humvee
to the city’s northern front, the gateway to the Taliban-held Imam Sahib district,
scene of some of the heaviest fighting.
“They’ve tried so many times to break through,” says Mohammad, “but we’ve pushed
them back.”
At last count, the Taliban had penetrated four of the city’s nine municipal districts,
but Afghan forces are holding the line to keep them from punching through to the city
center.
Block after block, shop fronts are shuttered and people scarce until we reach the
forward outpost, a petrol station barricaded with bricks.
Weary officers wave the odd motorcyclist across no-man’s-land to the Taliban side.
There’s no telling who is a civilian and who may be scouting for the enemy.
On the second floor of an adjacent building, policemen shoot through peepholes at
Taliban fighters lodged in a mosque complex down the street.
Morale is lifted when a squad of Afghan special forces arrives. Their battle-dusted
leader, Commander Bilal, who would only give one name, says they came from Kabul
three weeks back to help break the Taliban momentum, one of many redeployed units
carrying out nightly sweeps around the city to prevent the militants from closing in.
“They are cowards; they won’t fight us face to face,” he says with a gap-toothed grin.
Better trained and equipped, Afghan special forces account for a small fraction of the
national security forces but are tasked with the most daunting, open-ended missions
on the ground, an extraordinary burden that is taking a toll.
Last week, a video surfaced that showed the Taliban summarily executing 22 special
operations fighters on June 16th in Faryab province. The unit had
reportedly surrendered after running out of bullets and receiving no air support.
Bilal has not had a break in six months and does not expect one soon. “We are in a
state of emergency,” he says.
“Even if we are tired and fed up, we have no choice but to keep fighting.” Asked if he
wished the U.S. had not withdrawn its forces, he demurred, the consummate soldier.
“It is a political issue, and we can not have a say in it.” But he allowed that more
Afghan army and police forces were needed to fill areas they are clearing to prevent
them from sliding back into Taliban hands as soon as they move on.

A boyish-looking junior officer named Mohammad Ghani chimes in that the U.S.
could still make a difference by backstopping Afghan air power and launching
bombing missions from bases outside the country.
While restrictive rules of engagement have vastly cut U.S. air support in recent weeks,
select air strikes have targeted the Taliban.
“They should do something so that the government does not collapse completely,” he
says. “We are fighting very hard.”
The evening call to prayer rings out and, like clockwork, the shooting and mortar
blasts intensify in the near and far reaches of the city.
The night’s orders crackle through the radio; Bilal and his men check their weapons
and gather at the edge of the street. One by one, they sprint across the militant line of
fire then vanish down a darkening alley.

How British special operators defied their bosses to rescue 2 comrades captured on
a secretive mission in Iraq
Stavros Atlamazoglou (insider@insider.com)

PA Images via Getty Images Members of 40 Commando Royal Marines on patrol in
Abu Al Khasib, a suburb of Basra, March 31, 2003.
In September 2005, British special-operations forces in Basra faced a problem.
Two of their own had been captured during an undercover operation, and their lives
were in peril.
In addition to hostile Iraqis, British SAS troops had to overcome reluctant
commanders in order to save their comrades.
In September 2005, British special-operations forces found themselves facing a
problem.

Two of their own had been captured and beaten by local Iraqi police during an
undercover operation in Basra, and their lives were hanging by a thread.
The operators were members of the famed Special Air Service (SAS) - the British
equivalent of the US Army's Delta Force - and had been part of a surveillance
operation targeting the police and their commander, suspected of rampant
corruption.
Coalition intelligence also suspected the Iraqi police chief was working with
insurgents, particularly the brutal Mahdi Army, a Shia militia organization supported
by Iran.
The Shia insurgents had no love for the British. SAS, Special Boat Service (SBS), and
Special Reconnaissance Regiment (SRR) commandos had been targeting them in a
nonstop for months as part of a counterinsurgency campaign.
That meant there was little room for negotiation. Other US or Coalition troops who
had been captured by insurgents had been tortured and killed. If not rescued
immediately, the two SAS operators faced the same agonizing fate.
An operation gone south

Reuters A British soldier jumps from a tank set ablaze after a shooting incident in
southern Iraq city of Basra, September 19, 2005.
The two operators, a sergeant and a lance corporal, were using a light disguise to
better blend in to the environment.
As they were finishing their surveillance mission, they were compromised by some
plainclothes Iraqi policemen. A scuffle ensued, and the British commandos fired their
weapons, wounding some Iraqi policemen.

The two British commandos tried to escape, relying on their "native" garb for
protection.
"I always thought as soon as I spoke to someone, they would realize I was British. But
we had fake tan, hair dye - I was even driving an Iraqi taxi - because we were trying
our best to fit in," one of the captives, Sgt. Colin Maclachlan, said years later.
Maclachlan spent seven years in the SAS, serving in Northern Ireland, Iraq,
Afghanistan, and Sierra Leone, where he was involved in the rescue of British troops
held hostage in September 2000.
As they were leaving the area, they came upon an Iraqi police checkpoint and decided
to try to talk their way out of an increasingly bad situation, but to no avail.With an
angered mob gathering, the Iraqi policemen handcuffed the SAS troopers and took
them to the Al-Jamiat police station.
Screw the brass

REUTERS/Atef Hassan Iraqi police and civilians demonstrate against a British raid
which freed two undercover soldiers, in the southern city of Basra September 21,
2005.
The team to which the SAS operators belonged was too small to launch a rescue on its
own, so they requested urgent reinforcements from Baghdad, where the main SAS
contingent had its headquarters in the Green Zone, right next to Delta Force.
As the SAS commandos were preparing to rescue their own, the officer-in-charge
received a call from the UK, ordering him to stand down any rescue attempts. The
SAS operators, including the unit's commanding officer, were dumbfounded.
The bureaucrats in London had also been taken by surprise and were slow to react.
The political situation in the recently liberated Iraq was precarious.

A complicated insurgency made up of terrorist groups and Sunni and Shia militias
was threatening to destroy the very fabric of Iraqi society.
This political quagmire was the only rational reason for the senior leadership's
hesitation to rescue their own.
However reasoned that decision was, it was unacceptable for the SAS, whose leaders
decided to disobey orders in this critical moment, risking court-martial to save their
own.

REUTERS/Atef Hassan An Iraqi boy taunts British soldiers after a shooting incident
in the southern Iraqi city of Basra, September 19, 2005.
Meanwhile, the situation inside the police station was deteriorating. The Iraqi
policemen issued a statement, accusing the two British commandos of subversion, and
published pictures of the operators looking harangued and beaten.
The Iraqis also put the British commandos through several mock executions.
"They had a pistol up against the back of my head, then there would be a click. There
was lots of shouting, but I couldn't really tell what they were saying. They were going
to execute us," Maclachlan told The Scotsman in 2009.
An assault troop of 20 SAS operators from A Squadron and roughly 40 paratroopers
from the Special Forces Support Group (SFSG) flew to Basra. (SFSG is a specialist
unit designed to support other British special-operations forces.)
"I was keeping myself mentally alert and I still had faith in my SAS colleagues coming
to get me though. But being at the sharp end of this incident, I had no idea about the
hoo-hah which went on," Maclachlan said.
As reinforcements were en route, the British military sent in a mechanized infantry
company to try and negotiate the release of the two commandos.

That effort failed, and those regular troops had to evacuate after a mob of Iraqis
attacked them with stones and Molotov cocktails, setting one armored personnel
carrier ablaze and lightly wounding several British soldiers.
The situation was getting worse by the hour.
'Who dares wins'

REUTERS/Atef Hassan A British military helicopter lands near the scene of an
incident between Iraqis and British soldiers in the southern city of Basra, September
19, 2005.
With the reinforcements in Basra, the SAS launched another rescue attempt with
helicopter and mechanized infantry support.
They stormed the Al-Jamiat police station, rolled over the wall surrounding the
compound, assaulted the building, and took the Iraqis by surprise. But their
colleagues had already been moved.

During an impromptu interrogation, Iraqi policemen revealed that the two SAS
captives had been taken to a nearby compound. The ground force regrouped and
made up another assault plan on the fly.
Once they reached the compound, they stormed the building through numerous entry
points, a classic hostage-rescue tactic meant to disorient the captors and prevent
them from killing the hostages.
At first the rescue force couldn't find the captive SAS troopers and feared they had
been moved again. But in another sweep of the compound, the task force found the
two SAS operators handcuffed in a bathroom - beaten and disheveled but alive.
On that September day, the SAS leadership took a great risk, mutinying to save their
colleagues. But it was a calculated risk that paid off. British political and military
leadership gave post facto permission for the rescue attempt.
The SAS lived their motto: "Who Dares Wins."

Typhoon Thwarts China's Patrols Around Disputed Senkaku Islands
John Feng - Newsweek
The Chinese coast guard's daily patrols around the disputed Senkaku Islands have
been interrupted for the first time in more than five months thanks to an approaching
typhoon.

Petty Officer 3rd Class Ryan Fisher/U.S. Coast Guard U.S. Coast Guard cutter
Kimball and Japan Coast Guard ship Akitsushima conducted exercises near the
Ogasawara Islands of Japan on February 21, 2021.

The white hulls of Beijing's maritime police agency were last seen on Monday and
now end a record of 157 consecutive days of activity around the uninhabited island
chain, which China claims as Diaoyu and Taiwan as Diaoyutai.
Japan Coast Guard officials said the interruption was likely due to Typhoon In-Fa,
Kyodo News reported Wednesday. In-Fa was upgraded from a tropical storm and is
expected to sweep through the East China Sea between Wednesday and Thursday.
According to Taiwan's Central Weather Bureau and projections by the U.S. military's
Joint Typhoon Warning Center, In-Fa will veer past Taiwan toward coastal China in
the coming days.
The storm will pass the Senkaku Islands, which are 100 nautical miles north of
Taiwan.
Having sailed in the continuous zone or territorial waters of the Japan-controlled
islets every day since February 13, China Coast Guard vessels were last spotted
leaving the area at 10 p.m. local time on Monday, said the Japan Coast Guard's 11th
regional headquarters in Naha, Okinawa.
The 157-day streak was the longest since 2012, when the Japanese government
"nationalized" the islands amid prolonged protests from Beijing and Taipei.
The previous record of 111 consecutive days was recorded as China stepped up its
"gray-zone" activity near the Senkaku islands last year.

Taiwan Central Weather Bureau This satellite projection by Taiwan’s Central
Weather Bureau on July 21, 2021, shows the approach of Typhoon In-Fa in the
Western Pacific. Taiwan Central Weather Bureau
China Coast Guard patrols around the islands are increasing not only in regularity,
but in duration, too. On July 12, two Chinese government ships remained in Japanese
territorial waters around the islets for a record 47 hours.
Japanese officials have expressed alarm over the coast guard incursions, which are
often accompanied by the harassment of fishing boats operating around the island
chain.
Tokyo is particularly concerned about China's enactment of a new coast guard law in
February, allowing its government vessels to fire upon foreign ships deemed to be
trespassing in Chinese waters.
China, meanwhile, insists it patrols around the islands are "legitimate and lawful,"
and that its new coast guard law is a "routine piece of domestic legislation."
In its annual defense white paper released on July 13, Japan's Defense Minister
Nobuo Kishi dedicated an opening paragraph to China's attempts to unilaterally
change the status quo in the East and South China seas.
The report included for the first time urgent concerns about Taiwan's security
amid growing military tensions in the Taiwan Strait.
On July 5, Deputy Prime Minister Taro Aso made headlines when he said a Chinese
attack on Taiwan could pose an "existential threat" to Japan, requiring the collect
defense of the island with U.S. forces.
Tokyo's anxieties about its security environment come especially from the economic
and military growth of its East Asian neighbor, China. Its efforts to step up security
engagement with like-minded allies beyond the U.S. have been more evident since the
second term of former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe.
In September, five Japanese ports will host elements of Britain's Queen Elizabeth
Carrier Strike Group, which is on a seven-month maiden deployment to the
Indo-Pacific.
During a visit to Tokyo on Tuesday, U.K. Defense Secretary Ben Wallace confirmed
plans to permanently deploy two British warships to Asia.
Royal Navy River-class offshore patrol vessels HMS Spey and HMS Tamar will
deploy to the Indo-Pacific at the end of August, the U.K.'s Defense Ministry had
announced on Monday.
"As we witness a tilt in power towards the Indo-Pacific region, we are committed to
working with our partners here to defend democratic values, tackle shared threats
and keep our nations safe," Wallace said in an accompanying statement.

UK to Permanently Deploy Two Warships to Indo-Pacific: Defense Minister
John Feng - Newsweek
The United Kingdom will permanently station two Royal Navy warships in the
Indo-Pacific, the country's top defense official reiterated on Tuesday, in a sign of
further commitments to collective regional security, in addition to its flag carrier
fleet's upcoming visit to Japan.

Photo Jay Allen/Royal Navy British aircraft carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth sails with
an Astute-class submarine escort while operating in the Mediterranean on June 14,
2021. The Queen Elizabeth Carrier Strike Group is on a forward deployment to the
Indo-Pacific that will last seven months.
Britain's Queen Elizabeth Carrier Strike Group (CSG) is on its maiden voyage and
scheduled for a number of port calls in September, Japanese Defense Minister Nobuo
Kishi confirmed following a meeting in Tokyo with the U.K. Defense Minister Ben
Wallace on Tuesday.
Wallace, who is on a two-day visit to Japan, said during a joint statement: "Following
on from the strike group's inaugural deployment, the United Kingdom will
permanently assign two ships in the region from later this year."
The Royal Navy's River-class offshore patrol vessels HMS Spey and HMS Tamar will
represent the country's permanent presence in Asia beginning late in August,
according to a U.K. Defense Ministry announcement it had published on Monday.
Kishi said HMS Queen Elizabeth and its escorts would split up and make separate
port calls to U.S. and Japanese naval bases in Sasebo, Okinawa, Kure, Yokosuka and
Maizuru. Yokosuka is the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force headquarters as well as
the home port of USS Ronald Reagan, the U.S. Navy's only forward deployed aircraft
carrier.

The U.K. carrier group is expected to train with Japanese and American forces
during its deployment to the Indo-Pacific. Japan hosts the largest concentration of
U.S. troops outside of U.S. territory—roughly 50,000 strong—mostly in Okinawa.
"Together we will send a message to the world that further strengthening of defense
cooperation between Japan and Britain will contribute to ensuring peace and stability
in the Indo-Pacific region and in the international community," Kishi told the press,
according to Japan's Kyodo News.
Wallace said the two countries had a duty "to protect those that are unable to protect
themselves from adversaries that will threaten them."
Britain's defense relationship with Japan "is the closest it has been in the last
century," he added in their joint statement. He called the Queen Elizabeth CSG's
upcoming port calls "a clear demonstration of our commitment to maintaining
regional security and upholding the rules-based international order with Japan."

a large ship in a body of water: U.S. Navy Arleigh Burke-class destroyer USS The
Sullivans, an escort of the Royal Navy aircraft carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth, transits
the Suez Canal, on July 6, 2021, as part of the carrier strike group's deployment to
the Indo-Pacific. LPhot Unaisi Luke/Royal Navy
U. S. Navy Arleigh Burke-class destroyer USS The Sullivans, an escort of the Royal
Navy aircraft carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth, transits the Suez Canal, on July 6, 2021,
as part of the carrier strike group's deployment to the Indo-Pacific. LPhot Unaisi
Luke/Royal Navy
V.
Tokyo's urgency in ramping up defense capabilities over the past decade and its
increased military engagements with the U.S. and other allies come as China emerges
as the country's top security threat.

Beijing's economic and military growth remain unpredictable, and recent
challenges—including around the Japan-controlled Senkaku Islands in the East
China Sea—have led to a reevaluation of its security identity.
Britain, meanwhile, is undergoing its Indo-Pacific "tilt," the country's ambitious
realignment following Brexit. Its increased presence in Asia also dovetails with U.S.
attempts to solidify a coalition of democracies—centered on the Quadrilateral
Security Dialogue (Quad) of the U.S., Japan, India and Australia—to meet challenges
posed to the existing regional order, mainly by China.
The Royal Navy carrier group, which is complemented by fifth-generation F-35B
stealth fighters, has planned port calls in India, Singapore and South Korea after
transiting the contested South China Sea.
Its escorts include Type 45 destroyers HMS Diamond and HMS Defender, Type 23
frigates HMS Kent and HMS Richmond as well as an Astute-class submarine. Naval
contributions from the U.S. and the Netherlands include Arleigh Burke-class
destroyer USS The Sullivans and De Zeven Provincien-class frigate
HNLMS Evertsen.
Announcing the forward deployments of HMS Spey and HMS Tamar on Monday,
Britain's Ministry of Defense said the warships would support operations
with Australia, Japan and Singapore. It would also be deploying a Royal Navy
Littoral Response Group in the coming years, it added.
"As we witness a tilt in power towards the Indo-Pacific region, we are committed to
working with our partners here to defend democratic values, tackle shared threats
and keep our nations safe," Wallace said in an accompanying statement.

